
Arabidopsis and Pseudomonas - one flew over the plant immunity

Arabidopsis thaliana is small flowering plant used as a major model by plant experimental
biologists. Pseudomonas syringae is a rod-shaped Gram-negative bacterium whose strains infect
a variety of plants including A. thaliana. Depending on combination of genotype of the plant and
the pathogen strain, these infections have different outcomes. P. syringae enters the host tissues
through wounds or stomata, and lives and divides in the intercellular space. Typical symptoms of
infection are water-soaked patches on leaves, which later turn into necrosis. In resistant plants P.
syringae triggers the hypersensitive response (HR), a very fast defense-associated plant cell death
which prevents the spread of pathogen.

In the last several decades, thanks to the good knowledge of these two organism (including their
genomes), scientist were able to discover precise mechanisms of their interaction and identify
many important gene/protein participants involved in pathogen perception, signaling, defense
related endocytosis, exocytosis, transcription, protein degradation etc.

Much less is known about mechanisms of interaction of plants with wealth of other bacteria. But
it is of great importance since these organisms strongly influence many essential plant functions,
so that we should consider plant with its ´microflora´ as the one entity.
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